FROM CHAOS TO CONTROL:

HOW CRM HELPS

ADVERTISING &
MEDIA AGENCIES

SUCCEED

About this eBook
This e-book is designed to help you determine if a customer relationship
management (CRM) solution is right for your creative services agency.
Insightly surveyed 365 real creative professionals working in marketing,
communication, design, advertising and media across the globe. We reveal how
they use CRM with project management to solve their biggest problems.

You know your business. We want to help you find ways to run your
business better.
Your time is valuable and incorporating a CRM into your company
can be time-consuming. However, as these results demonstrate, the
pros certainly outweigh the cons. Your new CRM will help you spend
less time managing—and more time creating.
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Let’s Talk About Your Problems…
What kind of business/workflow
problems were you having prior
to implementing a CRM?

When we asked our creative professionals
about the business problems they
encountered most before implementing
a CRM, a whopping 64% responded that
organizing information was their biggest
issue. Half of all respondents reported they
had difficulty managing clients. Well over a
third had difficulty managing projects.

“

Difficulty organizing information
64%
Difficulty managing clients
50%
Difficulty managing projects
38%
Difficulty collaborating with team members

Our sales staff was protective and
isolated by using individual desktop
installations of Outlook. It was impossible
to assist customers in the absence of
their representative. Before CRM, we were
unable to identify repeat cash customers,
share tasks, and contacts.”
— Sales Manager, Medium Enterprise Consumer Products Company

27%
Lack of general productivity
25%
Other
12%
START
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…and Find Solutions
After implementing CRM, our
surveyed professionals expressed
a number of improvements across
departments…
How has having a CRM solution helped
you improve your overall business?

Our responders reported these improvements
after implementing a CRM:
•

Organized and centralized customer and sales data:
all in one place, accessible any time and from
any department.

•

Customer history and interactions accessible with a
simple search, so each customer’s issue is addressed
quickly and thoroughly.

Better customer service/
customer responsiveness

44%

•

Easier to manage projects
across departments

Project management runs more smoothly as deadlines
are met across all departments.

38%

•

Increased ability to collaborate
across teams and departments

36%

Increased ability to collaborate with teams throughout
the creative process, keeping everyone on the same
page, both client-facing and internally.

Sales and marketing teams are
better connected

34%

Ability to hit deadlines and
increase project efficiency

33%

Now that’s running business better.

FINISH
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Can a CRM Help My Team Be More Productive?
The simple answer? YES.
Over half of our creative professionals saw an increase in productivity between 10-49%. Another quarter of
responders said productivity increased by over 50%, organization-wide. Now that’s getting the job done. No more
time wasted on menial tasks like searching through mounds of business cards or files just to manage one lead, or sending
hundreds of emails to update your team on a project.

Over half of users surveyed saw an
increase in productivity of at least 25%.
How much has your CRM solution
helped you increase staff productivity?

How?
The top three most helpful features were:
Contact management

70%
Sales pipeline management

47%
Integrated project managment

75%+: 9%
50-75%: 17%
25-49%: 27%
10-24%: 32%
Up to 10%: 15%

25%

Other helpful features for increased productivity:
23% Mobile CRM app
19% Application integration (Google Apps, Office 365, and more applications)
12% File sharing
12% Customized reporting
10% Social media integration
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Can a CRM Help Grow Sales?
Creative professionals using CRM
witnessed an overall increase in sales
after implementation. CRM makes it
possible to manage the sales pipeline
more efficiently and effectively, from
opportunity to prospect to customer—
ultimately leading to more sales,
more upsells, and better long-term
customer retention. Plus, when sales
is integrated with day-to-day business,
you get a better picture of the overall
health of your business.

“

Our CRM has allowed for better organization
of leads, clients, and projects. Reports
have helped us measure the impact of our
approaches to new clients.”
— Leonel Peragallo, Business Development Manager, The Mint Circle

62% of surveyed customers have
seen a 10-49% increase in sales

from using a CRM.

How much has your CRM helped your
sales growth?
75%+: 4%
50-75%:9%
25-49%: 29%
10-24%: 33%

“

Up to 10%: 25%

The CRM helps the sales team track leads
and convert them to clients once the deal
has been closed. ”
— Madelynn Graham, Director of Marketing, Cactus Sky Digital
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If We Choose a CRM,

How Long Before We See a
Return on Our Investment?

When did you realize a return on
your investment once you began
utilizing your CRM?

Under a month: 40%
1-3 months: 32%

58% of creative professionals surveyed

said they hope to see their ROI paid back
in less than one year after investing
in ANY new business management tool.
Another 28% said they want to see ROI
immediately. While we can’t vouch for
ROI on just any CRM out there, 95% of
our creative professionals surveyed said
they realized a return on their Insightly
investment in less than one year.

75% of those surveyed saw return

on their Insightly investment within
3 months of implementation.
No kidding.

3-6 months: 15%
6-9 months: 8%
Over one year: 5%

“

CRM is the backbone of any business
to manage opportunities and deliver
consistent business value and results
to the end customers. It also gives
us the ability to track, engage and
report on opportunities to the team
to have a cohesive and uniform
picture of the business.”
— Marketing Professional, Small Business
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How Often Do
Creative Professionals
Use Insightly CRM?

How often do you use your CRM?
Everyday/can’t live without it
45%
2-3x/week
33%

You may be thinking a CRM might just
introduce extra steps into an already
busy day. We get it: Change is always
painful. Yes, there are new applications
and processes to learn. However, we’ve
designed Insightly to be easy to use.
We also offer extensive online help and
tutorials. So if you can work through the
changeover, it’ll be worth it in the long run.
When all is said and done, creative pros
who use Insightly use it and love it.

1x/week
9%
2x every few weeks
7%
2x every few months
2%

“

For the first time we have a tool that has
been embraced by all teams that deal with
our customer. A tool in which they truly
collaborate on what is most important:
getting our customers the best service.”
— Managing Partner, Small Business Media & Entertainment
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Conclusion and
Summary of Results
As our responders
working in creative
professions indicated,
implementing a CRM is
worth it. It’s not just about
running your business.
It’s about running your
business better.

Q&A
How long will it take to realize a return on
investment from Insightly CRM?
67% of creative professionals surveyed saw a return on their
Insightly investment in just 1 to 3 months. Plus, studies show
CRM generates $8.71 in revenue for every $1 spent
(Nucleus Research).

How much can a CRM potentially increase sales?
Studies show that companies with a fully utilized CRM system
can increase sales by 29% (Forbes).

Do you have any insight into the benefits of wellexecuted project management?
89% of high-performing organizations value project
management. Why? Project management boosts the success
rate of strategic initiatives by 16% (PMI’s Pulse of the
Profession Survey: 2015, 2014).
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About Insightly CRM

Insightly is the easiest customer relationship management solution (CRM) to use for
managing deep customer relationships. Customers use Insightly’s tightly integrated
CRM & project management features to close new business, track post-sale customer
interactions & drive repeat purchases.
See how Insightly could change your advertising or media agency—for

the better.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL

About TechValidate

TechValidate is the world’s only customer content creation
platform. TechValidate helps companies harness the voice of
their customers for fact-based marketing.
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